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QUALITY SAILING GEAR
All sailing clothes are designed in such a way so as to meet the demands of the sport they are to be used for. There is a wide variety in design and manufacture of sailing clothes, combining certain qualities 
and characteristics, such as being waterproof, breathable, comfortable and durable depending on the conditions and use they are intended for. In order to meet every one’s needs, Lalizas offers a wide range 
of professional sailing clothes, from traditional sailing outfits up to high performance offshore clothing and leisure jackets that can be worn just as easily at sea and on shore. 

Materials
The fabrics and materials used for Lalizas clothes are chosen based on their ability to meet the demand of various sailing levels. Specifically the fabrics that Lalizas uses, are the following:

Taslon Nylon Oxford / Taslon Nylon / Cordura: All are fabrics used in Lalizas clothing. The main difference to the wearer is that the Taslon Nylon is softer and has a more cotton like feeling and touch than Taslon 
Nylon Oxford. Cordura is rougher on its surface and mostly used as reinforcement on parts that endure friction, such as elbows, knees and seats. 
Neoprene: In addition to the above fabrics, Lalizas uses Neoprene on the inner handcuffs (depending on the model) to absorb water and maintain body temperature. ‘Pro Race’ Wetsuits are also manufactured 
using neoprene as it provides the necessary stability in body temperature, as well as adding comfort. 

Coatings
PVC and PU are fabric coatings used by Lalizas. Both are water-impermeable materials that are coated on the fabric to keep the water out of the garment. 
PVC: PVC is a Polyvinyl Chloride material of high durability and abrasion resistance. Garments coated with PVC and sealed seams eliminate the possibility of water finding its way through the fabric 100%. 
Lalizas has chosen the PVC coating on the inside and outside of Fishermen gear, as it is needed to wipe out easily fish blood and grease. PVC coating was also chosen for the IT Inshore garments as we 
believe that especially for Beginners, children and occasional sailors the major demand is to keep them absolutely dry and easy to clean. 
PU: PU is a synthetic polymer (Polyurethane) that is lighter and more flexible than PVC. It is ideal for cruising based on its flexibility as it lacks the abrasion resistance of PVC and therefore is only applied on 
the inside of the garment. It is important that PU coated garments are taped to prevent water from getting in through stitch holes. Lalizas has chosen this coating on ALL its breathable garments: HTX 15000 
Offshore, Skipper ‘MC Maximum Confort’, ‘Extreme Sail XS’, ‘Free Sail FS’  and the ‘XTS Extreme’. 
A very important feature is that all seams are heat-welded, so as to avoid water ingress through stitching.

Breathability & Waterproofness
PU coatings allow the garment to be breathable and waterproof. How can that be? Moisture molecules are smaller than water molecules. Based on this, the pores of the PU coating on the outer fabric allow 
the smaller moisture molecules to pass through its pores to the outside, which makes the garment breathable. The water molecules, on the other hand, are larger than the PU pores of the PU coating and 
therefore are blocked on the outside, hence the garment water resistant and waterproof. 

Dressed for Action 
The crew must stay dry and warm, whatever the weather. Loss of body heat, which leads to hypothermia, is one of the major dangers when sailing. Prolonged exposure to cold tires out the body quickly. Even 
a fit and experienced person with regular clothing, will lose conciousness within two or three hours after being immersed in water at 17oC. Naturally, the time is diminished if the water is colder than 17oC. 
Therefore, all crew members should have access to suitable clothing, which is fully functional and protect against hypothermia. 

In general consider the following:
- In order to maintain the appropriate body temperature, it is advised to wear many thin layers of clothing, rather than one thick layer 
- Base and mid layers should be fleece and fibre pile garments, which trap warm air and provide quick drying comfort.
- The outer layer should preferably be sailing gear for foul weather use. Chest high trousers and jacket with high collar, hood and storm cuffs will provide a complete barrier against rain, spray and wind. Breath-
able fabrics, which transmit sweat to the outside, are likely to provide the best performance. Bright colours and retro-reflective stripes are strongly recommended. 

Head, hands and feet should also be protected. 
Head: One third (1/3) of body heat is lost from the head, so a warm hat will make you feel more comfortable during cold days. Always have your hair pulled back or tucked under your hat, to avoid them being 
caught anywhere 
Hands: Gloves are necessary to protect and keep your hands warm. Padded versions at the points of contact, will allow you a better grip and also protect against rope burn 
Feet: Suitable footware is mostly important as they will allow you better traction on wet and slippery surfaces. Soles must be flat, nonskid and should be worn and removed easily. Never work on deck barefoot, 
as you may easily get injured from the equipment

Extras: Another item that you must shaild carry with you is a stainless steel pocket knife, equipped with a marlin spike and shackle key 

Some tips to identify a “good” sailing gear & the right one for you 
- Be realistic in assessing the kind of weather you expect to encounter and the number of times per season you are likely to wear the gear. While it is a serious mistake to go Ocean Racing with a basic or   
Cruising gear, it is also possible to “overbuy” sailing gear. 
- If your activity is limited to day trips or buoy racing in fair weather, it is recommended to purchase a light breathable gear. Though you occasionally may be exposed to unexpected bad conditions it is likely 
to be back on the dock before real discomfort sets in. 
- If you plan to engage a long distance racing or cruising or if your local conditions tend to be tougher, the investment in an Offshore gear will pay you back in full

CLOTHING
Offshore  page 8
Inshore / Offshore page 9
Sport boating clothes page 10-12 Shirts page 18

Accessories page 19-25

Neoprene page 16-17

Fishing clothes page 13

Recreational inshore page 14-15
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THE RIGHT GARMENT FOR YOU

Fishing / Rainwear
If you need a garment with expo-
sure to abrasion and chemicals, 
like fish blood or grease.  

Features
- The fabric has been PVC coated  
  on both sides
- Stain resistance
- Easy cleaning
- Heat welded seams   

LALIZAS Model
- Fishermen’s Jacket and Trousers

Recreational Inshore
If you need a garment for day trips, hobby cruising or 
buoy racing in fair weather. Though you occasionally 
may be exposed to un expected bad conditions, it is 
likely for you to be back at dock before real discomfort 
sets in.

Features
- Jaquard, with fleece (inside) 
- Light in weight
- Breathable 
- Neoprene cuffs
- Taped seams
- Hood 
- Hand warmer pockets

LALIZAS Model
- Skipper ‘MC Maximum Confort’ 

Sport boating
If you need a garment for short but constant 
trips and continuous use in possible rough 
conditions. Also recommended for beginners, 
children and occasional sailors, as it keeps 
them dry and is easy to clean.
Features
Depending on the model:
- PU or PVC coated Nylon Taslon and Taslon 
Oxford
- Medium weight for durability
- 3 in 1 combinations
- Neoprene cuffs
- Taped seams
- Loops for lifejacket/harness
- Hoods
- Breathable
- Retro reflective tapes 
- Hand warmer pockets
- Reinforced high abrasion areas  
LALIZAS Model
- Inshore Sailing Jacket & Trousers ‘Extreme 
Sail XS’, 3 in 1
- Inshore Sailing Jacket & Trousers ‘Free 
Sail FS’
- Inshore Sailing Jacket & trousers IT
- Racing Dry Smock RTX 10000
- Pro Race Neoprene wetsuits 

Offshore
If you are an active sportsman engaging long 
distance racing or cruising or if the local weather 
conditions tend to be tougher.

Features
Depending on the model: - Durable PU* coated 
Nylon Taslon Oxford
- Light & flexible for free movement
- Strong reinforced areas at points of friction
- Extra high collar- Storm flap
- Safety harness channel 
- Loops for lifejacket/harness
- Hood with rain drainage
- Adjustable neoprene hand and leg cuffs
- Hand warmer pockets 

LALIZAS Model
- Inshore Sailing Jacket ‘XTS Extreme 3 σε 1’
- Offshore Jacket & Trousers HTX15000

*The Offshore garment has been treated with a PU coating of a higher water resistance to increase make then waterproof without losing the flexibility of the garment. 

Take good care of your sailing gear to ensure a long life
- Rinse your outfit in “fresh” water after each trip. Salt might dry out in the pores and hinder the garment from “breathing”
- Clean stains of dirt by hand with a soft sponge and low spin powder detergent 
- Do not use strong detergents, bleach or fabric conditioners 
- Do not tumble dry and hand wash separately. Do not wash in the washing machine 
- Machine wash and the use of fabric conditioners will affect the coating of your garment and it might not be possible to restore the initial water repellancy and waterproofness 

Find your size

He
igh

t

Chest

Waist 

Inside leg

He
igh

t

Bust

Waist

Inside leg

Universal Size Chart
JS JM JL JXL S M L XL XXL

Height (cm) 122 134 152 163 168 175 183 188 193

Inside leg (cm) 47-54 54-61 61-71 71 76 79 84 89 91

Chest (cm) 58-62 62-66 66-76 76-86 94-99 102-107 109-114 117-122 124-130

Waist (cm) 54-56 56-59 59-65 66-72 84 91 97 107 112

Chest / Bust circumference
Measure the circumference exactly under the armpits holding 
the tape steady at one point. For the bust line measure at the 
level of the largest circumference. 

Waistline
Measure around your waist holding 
The tape steady at one point.

Inside leg length
Use a similar pair of trousers that fits you well and place it on a surface making sure that it 
does not fold or crease anywhere. Measure along the inner seam of the trousers from the 
crotch to the leg cuff. 
Remember: the length has to reach the end of your feet when you bend your knees !  

Two Colours

One Colour

New Product

Suitable for
OFFSHORE

Suitable for
COASTAL

Suitable for
SAILING

Suitable for
FISHING

Advisor Information Useful
Hints

Best
Quality

Unisex Child Competitive
Price

Offer Taped 
Seams

Breathable 85%
Water 

Resistant 85%

Water 
Proof 100%

With 
Fleece

Captain’s
Suggestions
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OFFSHORE

Extra high collar 
with 2nd storm flap

Harness channel
compatible with 

20370*

Adjustable 
waist

Inner Neoprene 
hand cuffs 
with velcro

Full front zipper

Hand warmer
pockets fleece lined

Extra strong 
seat & knee 

re-inforcement

Inner Neoprene
leg cuff with velcro

HTX 15000 Offshore - Jacket
Racers around the world have proven time after time that Lalizas clothing is the standard for high technology 
Sailing outfits. The Offshore clothing was the first in our range tested and improved with a breathable PU coating 
of higher rates.  A garment is said to be waterproof withstanding a watercolumn of 3.000mm (Column 1m wide  x 
1m long and 3 m high). The Lalizas Offshore Jacket and Trousers have a waterproof rate 5 times as much, without 
effecting the breathability, lightness and flexibility of the garment. 
This Offshore set helps you to maintain your health and physical condition, even under bad weather conditions 
,with professional high technology features: two-way zipper, retroreflective tapes, extra high collar,  2nd storm flap, 
adjustable hood, harness channel, lifejacket and harness loops, removable fleece collar, fleece lined pockets, re-
inforcements at points of friction, key holder, neoprene inner hand cuffs, elastic waist. Available in colour blue navy 
and red combination and in five sizes.

Code.......40155       40156       40157       40158       40159
Size........     S              M               L             XL            XXL

HTX 15000 Offshore - Trousers
The breathable Offshore sailing trousers cover the racer’s body up to the height of the chest. They are made out of 
a robust PU coated Nylon  Oxford with 600D strong reinforced  and taped seam seals. Apart from the advantages 
of combining high standard features and breathable fabrics, the PU coated fabric makes the garment very light in 
its weight and comfortable to wear even when the going gets tough and workforce is needed. 
Features:  full front zipper, 600D dynamically shaped seat & knee reinforcement, inner neoprene leg cuff, hand 
warmer  pockets, elastic waist, special gusset for more movement. Available in the traditional colour combination 
of blue navy and red and in five sizes.

Code.......40165       40166       40167       40168       40169
Size........     S              M               L             XL            XXL

The Offshore sailing jacket and trousers are made to be combined 
perfectly with the safety harness and line (see page35) and the gas 

inflation lifejacket (see page 31-33). For the best times at sea combine the Off-
shore sailing jacket and trousers with gloves (see page 19). While you are at shore 

store your sailing equipment in the Lalizas sailing bag (see page 23).  

(*Not supplied)
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Inshore/Offshore Sailing Jacket ‘XTS Extreme’ 3 in 1, Breathable
The “XTS Extreme” Sailing Jacket is the ultimate in sailing gear technology. It is highly waterproof and breathable, ideal to be used for both Inshore and 
Offshore sailing. It is made of high quality materials, such as PU coated Cordura and Taslon Nylon Oxford. 
Other features that you should not miss: 
- Grade of water impermeability: 10000mm 
- Grade of Breathability: 2000gr/m2/24hrs
- Removable fleece jacket
- Two-way zipper
- Taped Seams 
- Retroreflective stripes
- Hood stored in collar
- Lifejacket and harness loops
- Inner side and lower fleece lined pockets
- External back pocket with zipper
- Wallet pocket
- Mobile pocket
- Neoprene inner hand cuffs
- Zipper on the outer hand cuffs

INSHORE / OFFSHORE

Code.......40833       40834       40835       40836       40837
Size........     S              M               L             XL            XXL

Inshore Sailing Trousers ‘Extreme Sail XS’ Breathable
The Extreme Sail XS inshore trousers are designed to pair up with the homonymous jacket, but also with the XTS Extreme 
Jacket. They are made of PU coated Taslon Nylon Οxford and Taslon 320T. They feature:
- Grade of water impermeability15000mm 
- Grade of Breathability 2000gr/m2/24hrs
- Seat and knee patches
- Taped Seams 
- Adjustable waist and shoulder
- Front zipper
- Internal pocket
- Retro reflective tape

Code.......40786       40787       40788       40789       40790
Size........     S              M               L             XL            XXL

Zipper on the outer 
hand cuffs

Mobile pocket External back pocket 
with zipper

Hood stored in 
collar

Removable fleece 
jacket
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SPORT BOATING CLOTHES

Inshore Sailing Trousers ‘Extreme Sail XS’ Breathable
The Extreme Sail XS inshore trousers designed to be used with the homonymous jacket, but also with the XTS Extreme Jacket. They are 
made of PU coated Taslon Nylon Οxford and Taslon 320T. They feature:
- Grade of water impermeability 15000mm 
- Grade of Breathability 2000gr/m2/24hrs
- Seat and knee patches
- Adjustable waist and shoulder
- Taped Seams
- Front zipper
- Internal pocket
- Retro reflective tape

Code.......40786       40787       40788       40789       40790
Size........     S              M               L             XL            XXL

Code.......40776       40777       40778       40779       40780
Size........     S              M               L             XL            XXL

Code.......40781       40782       40783       40784       40785
Size........     S              M               L             XL            XXL

Neoprene inner hand cuffs Wallet pocketRemovable fleece jacketHood stored in collar

Inshore Sailing Jacket ‘Extreme Sail XS’ 3 in 1, Breathable
The “Extreme Sail XS” Sailing Jacket, is the ideal outfit for Inshore Sailing. It is made of 
high quality materials, such as Taslon 320T and Taslon Nylon Oxford, with a PU coating, 
which render it waterproof and breathable at the same time. 
Other features that you must not miss: 
- Grade of water impermeability: 15000mm 
- Grade of Breathability: 2000gr/m2/24hrs
- Removable fleece jacket
- Taped Seams 
- Two-way zipper
- Retroreflective stripes
- Hood stored in collar
- Lifejacket and harness loops
- Inner side and lower fleece lined pockets
- Wallet pocket
- Neoprene inner hand cuffs
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Inshore Sailing Jacket “Free Sail FS” Breathable
Lalizas’ FS Inshore Sailing Jacket constitutes an evolutionary model, compared to 
any traditional inshore jacket. Lalizas has created a high quality jacket, enriching at 
the same time its marine clothing range, in terms of design and style. 
Features:
- Made of PU coated Taslon Nylon Oxford & Taslon 228T 
- Grade of water impermeability 1000mm 
- Grade of Breathability 1000gr/m2/24hrs 
- Two way front flapped zipper
- Hand-warmer pockets & wallet pocket
- Hood stored in collar
- Taped Seams
- Fleece lined collar
- Neoprene inner hand cuffs
- Lifejacket & harness attachment loops
- Retro reflective stripes
- Available in various colours and sizes  

Inshore Sailing Trousers “Free Sail FS” Breathable
The FS Inshore Trousers have been designed to match the ho-
monymous jacket range. They share the same quality construc-
tion with the jacket, as they are made of PU coated Taslon Nylon 
oxford.  
Additional features:
- Grade of water impermeability: 1000mm  
- Grade of Breathability: 1000gr/m2/24hrs
- Seat and knee patches
- Taped Seams
- Adjustable waist and shoulder
- Front zipper 
- Retro reflective tape

SPORT BOATING CLOTHES

Code.......40791    40792    40793    40794    40795      
Code.......40796    40797    40798    40799    40800
Code.......40801    40802    40803    40804    40805
Size........    S            M           L           XL         XXL

Women’s Jackets

Men’s Jackets

Kid’s Jackets

Code.......40806    40807    40808    40809    40810      
Code.......40811    40812    40813    40814    40815
Size........    S            M           L           XL         XXL

Code.......40816    40817    40818    40819         
Code.......40820    40821    40822    40823    
Size........   JS          JM          JL         JXL        

Kid’s Trousers

Adults’ Trousers
Code.......40828    40829    40830    40831    40832     
Size........    S            M           L           XL         XXL

Code.......40824    40825    40826    40827        
Size........   JS          JM          JL         JXL        
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SPORT BOATING CLOTHES

Traditional Inshore Jacket and High-bib trousers,
     an excellent quality item at a good price !

Hood stored in collar

Fleece lined collar

Re-inforced 
elbow patches

Waist band

Neoprene inner 
hand cuffs

Adjustable 
waist

Pocket

Seat & knee 
re-inforcements

IT Inshore - Sailing Jacket
The IT Sailing Jacket is provided with all the extras you demand from a good Inshore outfit. The classical Inshore jacket is 
made of a robust  Nylon Oxford is to the sentence and is 100% waterproof with all seams taped and seal. 
Features: Reinforced elbows, seat & knee patches, two way front flapped zipper, adjustable waist band, pockets, hand-
warmer pockets, wallet pocket, hood stored under collar, fleece lined collar , inner neoprene hand cuffs, lifejacket attach-
ment  loops  and retro reflective tapes for high visibility. 

IT Inshore - Sailing Trousers
The Inshore trousers are made of the same robust Nylon Oxford as the Jacket. It is 100% waterproof with all seams sealed.  
Features: 600D reinforced seat and knee patches, high bib,  adjustable waist, adjustable shoulder, front zipper.  
The trousers are available in fashionable grey and in sizes that correspond to the jackets. Your own CREW LOOK is pos-
sible without having to look like  “twins”. The possibility to choose your own colour preference for the Jacket in  blue, red, 
or gold in combination with only one fashionable pair of trousers gives you the FEELING of your own crew, family, sailing 
club, friends, etc.  

Inshore sailing jacket 
and trousers can be 
used  in perfect combination with a gas 
inflation lifejacket.

For more information on gas inflation life 
jackets turn to page 31-33

Adult Jacket
Code...40295  40296  40297  40298  40646
Code...40305  40306  40307  40308  40647  
Code...40315  40316  40317  40318  40648   
Size.....    S         M          L         XL       XXL

Kid’s Jacket
Code.......40290   40291   40292   40293
Code.......40300   40301   40302   40303
Height(cm)1.22      1.34       1.52     1.64
Size.......    JS        JM           JL       JXL

Adult Trouser
Code.......40325   40326   40327   40328   40649 
Size........     S          M          L          XL        XXL

Kid’s Trouser 
Code.......40320   40321   40322   40323
Height(cm)1.22      1.34       1.52     1.64
Size.........   JS        JM           JL       JXL
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PVC FABRIC 

Velcro tapeat 
hood chin

Full storm 
flap

Inner elastic 
hand cuff

All seams 
are sealed

Fishermen’s Jackets and read trousers
Fishermen’s Jackets and Trousers have a 0,35mm double PVC coating on the inside of the fabric to make it 100% 
waterproof and on the outside to provide extra durability. Even fish blood and grease are fairly easy to clean.
Instead of seam stitching, the different garment parts are “glued” as a second  security to make it 100% waterproof. 
The Lalizas Fishermen gear is designed to minimize the possibilities for nets to get caught while working. They feature 
full front flapped zipper and inner hand cuffs. The pants have a high bib on front and back with elastic adjustable belt 
straps with buckle closure.  

Jacket
Code.......40175      40176      40177      40178      40179 
Code.......40185      40186      40187      40188      40189  
Size.......     S             M              L              XL           XXL

Trouser
Code.......40195      40196      40197      40198      40199 
Code.......40205      40206      40207      40208      40209  
Size.......     S             M              L              XL           XXLClothing Stand

Code.........40330

FISHING CLOTHES 

Inside trouser pocket
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Skipper Blouson
A classic jacket that is a must in every boat’s locker. Designed in a leisurely cut Blouson 
style, the LALIZAS Skipper Blouson is completely fleece lined to protect you from the 
cold, with two hand pockets plus knitted cuffs and waistband. Very comfortable and light 
weight to wear, making it ideal to be worn on its own, when ashore or under a Sailing 
Jacket for those cold and rainy days at sea.
LALIZAS Skipper Blouson is available in two colours, red and blue and five sizes.

Code.......40480       40481       40482       40483       40652
Code.......40470       40471       40472       40473       40651
Size.......     S              M               L              XL            XXL

Code.......40838      40839      40840     40841     40842     40843
Code.......40844      40845      40846     40847     40848     40849
Code.......40850      40851      40852     40853     40854     40855
Size.........  XS            S             M             L            XL          XXL 

Skipper Jacket ‘MC Maximum Comfort’ Breathable 
The MC Skipper Jacket combines perfectly snug and comfortable fit, with warmth, render-
ing it ideal to be worn in autumn or early spring.  Its quality construction will allow your body 

to breathe, but also protect you from cold, spray or rain, whether you are on board or on 
land. Additional features that should be noted: 

- Combination of Jaquard (outside), and Fleece (inside)
- Grade of water impermeability: 4000mm

- Grade of breathability: 2000gr/m2/24hrs
- Taped seams

- Fleece lined pockets, and wallet pocket
- Hood stored in collar

- Neoprene inner hand cuffs
- Two way front flapped zipper

- Lifejacket & harness attachment loops
 - Available in various sizes and colours

RECREATIONAL INSHORE 
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SPORT BOATING CLOTHES

Sailing Fleece Vest
The LALIZAS Sailing Fleece Vest is a must for you, for those cold days on the 
boat. It is made of microfibre on the outside and fleece on the inside in order to 
keep your body warm. Additional features which are worth your attention are 
the two hand pockets and the adjustable waist strings. 
The Sailing Fleece Vest is available in five sizes and three colours, blue, red, 
and sand. 

Code.......40544       40545       40546       40547       40659
Code.......40552       40553       40554       40555       40661
Code.......40548       40549       40550       40551       40660       
Size........    S               M              L              XL            XXL

Inshore Jacket ‘Zephyr’, Breathable
Especially designed for those chilly summer days, the ‘Zephyr’ Inshore Jacket 
will be your favourite clothing item. The microfibre fabric on the outside will 
protect you from spray and rain, while the mesh lining on the inside will allow 
body transpiration. It also features Velcro straps and two hand pockets. All its 
features combined, create the ideal jacket to be worn on the boat, at land, on 
the motorcycle, practically any time, anywhere. The ‘Zephyr’ Inshore Jacket is 
available in five sizes and two colours Navy and Ice.

Code.......40536       40537       40538       40539       40657 
Code.......40540       40541       40542       40543       40658
Size.......     S              M               L              XL            XXL

For a more complete and stylish look check out the SeaRay sunglasses, and the LALIZAS caps, 
and hats. See page 18-22


